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Methodology 

Digital Scanning was used to note behavior patterns at 

play in the period March 2020 to April 2020 . We 

collected data from popular hasthtags on all social media 

platforms such as Twitter, Instagram, Tik Tok and others, 

analysed and arranged them into key themes as 

represented in this newsletter.

This is the 3rd Edition on “Changing Perceptions and 

Behaviours Around Food and Beverages”.



There appear to be three broad coping strategies
in the context of the unprecedented pandemic
situation
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Stress Driven RegenerativeCalm Driven

Reactionary Adaptive

Low 

Stress

High 

Stress

Introducing the Construct of coping behaviours
during the pandemic

How do I feel 

because of the 

situation?

What is my response 

to the situation?
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Reactionary Adaptive

Low 

Stress

High 

Stress

STRESSED

Fight or flight

Panic

Fear of the ‘Unknown’, 

uncertainty of  

employment and inability 

to cope with the new 

situation could drive this

CALM DRIVEN

Here, consumers 

respond rather than 

react; try to accept 

the situation and 

normalize their daily life 

to cope with it. 

Navigate with simple 

solutions

REGENERATIVE

Here, consumers decide 

to capitalize on the 

forced situation and 

come out better and 

improved. Become more 

than what I was I went 

into lockdown with

Stress 

Driven

Regenerative

Calm 

Driven
Reactionary Adaptive

Low 

Stress

High 

Stress

Plotting the Behavioural Mindsets

Overwhelmed by 

the situation. 

Unable to think 

straight. Worried 

about the 

“Unknown” as 

well as 

professional and 

economic 

consequences

Take the situation in one’s stride. 

Adjust. Tide over and ‘enjoy’ the 

suboptimal situation as long as it lasts

Driven by the forced 

situation and seeing it as an 

opportunity to become 

bigger and better than 

what I am currently. 

Leveraging a seeming 

disadvantage and 

converting it into a winning 

period

3 behavioural and coping strategy constructs



FOOD & 
BEVERAGE



Food & Beverages in Lockdown times
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How has the relevance and meaning system of meal and

snack times changed in these times?

Who is cooking and what are they cooking?

How are the recreating moments of indulgence and treat

in these times?

What are their fears and anxieties around foods and how

are they coping?

What can brands learn from current consumer behaviour

and how can they leverage these in the post-lockdown

era?



THE STRESSED 
ZONE
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Increasing paranoia around food and food sources

COVID-19 has increased scrutiny around food exponentially. The belief that

the virus is ubiquitous and can enter one’s space in the most surreptitious

manner is worrying

Consumers are worried about the source and handling of daily staples like

milk, eggs, bread, vegetables. They are not quite sure if sources can be trusted

like earlier and what precautions to take. Many are rigorously washing

vegetables, milk packets, fruits with more intensive rituals – washing

immediately, washing for longer, washing with soda bicarbonate, washing hands

around these activities

Many are now apprehensive of ordering in food especially after the “Dominos

Delivery Man” incident. Many are worried about food they order in – there is

anxiety about safety standards followed we can’t take chances anymore

Packaged foods reassure more than unpackaged; the role of packaging in

protecting the food inside could become an important parameter of evaluation

going forward
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Cooking moving from elaborate to simplified 

Now that the divide between weekday and weekend cooking is blurring

and every meal is now a family meal, the homemaker is reaching her wits’

end in terms of what to cook everyday and keep family engaged and happy

with daily meals

Also, with lockdown and limited access to kitchen ingredients, she focusses

on keeping the meals simple and tasty – she is less focused on keeping each

person happy and feeling special and is more concerned about creating

meals that will go down well with the entire family

She mixes things up, creating something new or special every now and then

to keep lockdown monotony and boredom at bay

She is now going back to old ways of cooking and feeding the family;

revisiting mothers’ and grandmothers’ recipes and creating a sense of

community around each meal

The focus is on eating fresh, eating well and eating healthy. The indulgence

part of food is no longer central though there is a craving for such food

amid the lockdown monotony.
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The “5 senses” of cooking amplified at home

For the first time in many consumers’ lifetimes, the entire family is able to

experience the sights and sounds of cooking the daily meal in one’s kitchen

The sights of cut vegetables, foods in various stages of cooking and the outcome

is now visible to all and is quite educative, eye catching and inviting

The sounds of the cooker, the chopping and slicing, the mixing and grinding –

gives a sense of familiarity and comfort. Cues that our family’s kitchen is still

running, and food is being made daily

The aromas of cooking go ‘live’ – the family can smell the foods being prepared;

many are drawn to the kitchen to enquire “what’s cooking?”

There is increased appreciation for every hot meal served in these trying times.

Both the heart and mind applaud this.

These are moments of pride and reward for the homemaker. A silver lining for all

the hours spent in the kitchen cooking many meals for the family

The offer of many family members to help or learn the various tasks associated

with cooking is also rewarding – makes her believe that there will be newfound

respect for the hours she spends in the kitchen catering to the family’s needs
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Food helping redefine the homemaker’s diffused 
identity and self image

In many homes, there has been a conscious polarization of home food and

outside food. Home food is what we eat to live – staple, simple, mundane,

predictable, “daily”. Whereas outside food is what we live to eat – delicious,

special, indulgent, treaty.

In the past, the homemaker’s identity has been tied to the former even though

she tries her best to upskill and show her creative cooking skills

The lockdown period has given her a pathway to demonstrate how she can rule

the kitchen with her delicious and wide-ranging wares

Consumers are making snacks and chaats that the family loves and is missing in

these times.

Many are making traditional snacks and sweetmeats using old recipes and

creating moments of indulgence and nostalgia

Many feel vindicated that the ‘out-of-home benchmark’ has lowered and they

have managed to set new standards of treating the family to their special recipes

Rise in number of food posts overall across all social media platforms
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Consumers are missing sheer indulgence foods!

Social media has also seen a surge of people posting what they miss and

long for : butter chicken, chole bature, samosa, gold burgers, rich pastries.

Many are missing exotic fruits such as mangoes and other popular seasonal

fruits which are now difficult to access

Consumers are not clear about when they will be able to indulge their

taste buds with these favorites. There is a fear that things may never return

to the old normal and so, they may never be able to recreate these

experiences like the old times. Not even at home.

Currently, the consumer is miserable thinking about and missing the days

of uninhibited and unabashed indulgence. Did one even imagine that these

would go away and that too, for ‘such a long time’?

It would be interesting to watch how indulgence moments are recreated in

life post-lockdown and Covid. An opportunity for food and beverage

brands to tap into this vacuum in consumers’ lives in their marketing

efforts
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Alcohol throwing physical distancing to the wind

The country looked on in

amazement as good intentions of

social distancing were sacrificed

at the threshold of liquor stores

across the country.

The infamous 52K bill also points

to a willingness on the part of

consumers to spend on alcohol,

regardless of probable pay cuts.

Even with the explanation of 8

people contributing to a single

bill, the bottom line remains that

people are not shying away from

large expenditures or safety

measures.

Non-availability of alcohol is triggering extreme 
behavior

The lockdown has been hard on people

who are alcohol dependant. Consumers

seen to be adopting extreme measures

to get any kind of alcohol ‘high’ – many

of which are proving fatal.

Increase in domestic violence linked to

this. Linked to overall loss of income,

there is a huge rise in depressive and

extreme behaviour.

The behaviour observed when the liquor

shops opened for sale validates the kind

of extreme withdrawal symptoms that

must be experienced by these

consumers



CALM DRIVEN 
ZONE
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Greater acceptance for convenience food

The number of snacking and meal moments at home has increased manifold.

WFH couples are increasingly finding themselves dependent on quick fix foods

and quick bite snacks to manage the family’s demands alongside their

professional commitments

Not everyone is enjoying cooking meals 2-3 times a day and several consumers

are making quick meals with instant noodles, bread, cheese, vegetables etc.

Many moments of bored snacking are made better with biscuits, chocolates,

savory snacks, beverages, ice creams

Mums are more open to frozen snacks (like frozen fries and smileys) to indulge

kids in a quick and non-time intensive manner

They are focusing less on the ‘health quotient’ of some of these foods and

appreciating the convenience they offer.

Variety is also a pressing need with consumers now buying and stocking a

variety of snacks, flavors, variants

- Kamaldeep Singh, Future Group Food and FMCG President
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New ingredients finding a place in the pantry and 
being stocked up 

Increase in demand for butter, cheese, rice, pasta and pizza sauces; condiments and

spices used in international cuisines

Consumers are experimenting at home with limited resources and gadgets but

rising to the occasion. Every experiment that pays off is like one more challenge

won against the lockdown situation and the virus

They are enjoying the bonding and collective sense that an activity like baking

brings to the table – everyone wants to participate in this experiment and there is

a treat at the end of all the effort

Many restaurants and chefs sharing their ‘trade secrets’ with consumers in these

trying times. The gap between the consumer’s and the experts appears to be

reducing.

This phase may change consumers’ purchase and pantry stocking behavior forever

as they gain expertise in many different types of cuisines and foods. The divide

between home food and restaurant food could be reduced.
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But they are also making the best use of their 
limited kitchen stock & ingredients in creating 
indulgent and even exotic foods!

Consumers are not letting lockdown restrictions come in the way of

‘kitchen creativity’

Many are turning whatever is stocked at home and in the fridge into tasty

and memorable menus

Many feeling mighty pleased that they have re-created some family

favorites at home without much of an effort

Many working on making sure the food they cook and serve looks good

and photogenic

Many trying to capture the process on camera to create a larger sense of

community learning

Many rediscovering the joy of indulgent home food – without any need to

order from the outside. This psychological victory really eggs more and

more consumers to heighten their experimentation streak
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‘Keep  Calm and Build Immunity’ – the new Way 
Forward!

This seems like a significant and permanent change in the way we view what

we eat. Today, consumers look to understand the core immunity building

strength behind each food they consume

Increase in consumption of fruits, all kinds of vegetables and lentils, fats and

super foods; rise in consumption of turmeric milk, kaadas containing

traditional herbs and ingredients

Consumers are increasingly realizing that immunity is the only real

protection against Covid especially as the world looks to return to ‘business

as usual’ in a sure but gradual way

Consumers now more conscious about weight, obesity, hypertension, blood

sugar and other ‘co-morbidities’ that are increasingly mentioned in the press

as increasing the risk of Covid deaths

There is likely to emerge a new view and behavior around healthy eating and

supplementation. Immunity is going to become more central to consumers’

existence and not be linked just to kids or seasonality.
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Teatime continues to hold its own as a signal of a break in the day. It 

accompanies a moment of self reflection and an immersion in the positivity that 

life has to offer despite the lockdown. The familiarity of tea helps with this 

perception. 

Posts on tea moments reinforce that the daily routine continues, we have 

simple coping mechanisms that help us get through each day.  The normalcy 

associated with a hot cup of tea is reassuring and confidence building. 

The role of tea in creating social bonding and ‘adda’ feel is being recreated 

virtually.

Brands that can leverage the calming effects of tea would find traction and 

relevance with consumers. 

Brands that are well entrenched and part of habit now get recognized as 

providing strength and motivation in these testing times. 

Tea remains  a pit-stop in the consumer’s day 
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Consumer craving for desserts and baked products has increased during the

lockdown as these can no longer be accessed easily. Consumers have started

baking at home – even birthday cakes!

Consumers who have baking gadgets are utilizing these to the fullest. Others are

finding easy alternatives such as non-oven and microwave options

Demand for baking implements at a all time high. Baking also has a cool quotient

and so, is update-worthy

Home baking has now become a worldwide trend



REGENERATIVE 
ZONE
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Cooking democratized!

Everyone is cooking these days - men, women, kids. This has become a

common passion and hobby for the entire family rather than the

responsibility of the woman or the house help

Men cooking for their family has started a new conversation around

bending gender roles and sharing the load.

The affluent consumers who would normally not cook themselves are

now rediscovering the therapeutic and bonding value of cooking. They are

recommitting themselves to this chore.

Celebrities putting up pictures of themselves cooking all kinds of food

indicates how the lockdown has affected everyone alike. There is a sense

of universality in cooking that the lockdown has brought to the fore
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Increase in home cooking resulting in healthier diet

There is renewed romance around home cooking which is tastier, fresher

and healthier than any out of home option

Consumers are revaluating both health and value of out of home meals in

their new reality

They also rediscovering local cuisines and tastes which they may have

replaced with contemporary foods and international cuisines over time

Many feel that despite all the restrictions imposed by the lockdown, they

haven’t gained that much weight nor are they feeling dull or lethargic. This is

attributed to the fresh, safe meals they are now consuming

The fact that one is now inclined to responsible cooking with zero waste

adds to one’s sense of purpose and greater good
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Some Possible Trends for the Future? Points to 
Ponder! 
Will there be a move towards vegetarianism?

A move towards veganism?

A move towards ethically sourced foods?

A move towards locally sourced, seasonal foods?

A move towards traditional superfoods?

A move towards fresh foods like fresh turmeric, ginger, pepper, coriander rather

than powders and pastes?

A moved towards traditional cuisines and meals?

A move towards home gardens and home-grown fruits and vegetables?

A dip in out of home meals or a redefinition of these?

Let’s wait and watch as life unfolds in the post – lockdown era

Chefs recommending Ragi based recipes

AYUSH ministry’s guidelines on consuming 

Ayurvedic products
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Born in the Times of Covid: Dalgona Coffee! 

A preparation that the lockdown can truly call its own - Dalgona coffee aka

Quarantine Coffee.

It is simple to prepare with basic, bare minimum ingredients. It is labour

intensive, thereby providing consumers with something useful to do for a

substantial amount of time. The result is a work of beauty which provides an

intrinsic satisfaction and pride.

However, it is to be noted, that for most consumers, it appears that the

Dalgona coffee has not become a daily feature in their routine or diet,

despite the trend going viral.
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Stress 

Driven

Regenerative

Calm 

Driven
Reactionary Adaptive

Low Stress

High 

Stress

Thus, brands can impact all three human 
psyches w.r.t. food & beverage 

Food/brand that 

celebrates, empowers and 

bonds. Food/brand that 

indulges and celebrates 

one’s resilience and 

creativity in these rimes

Food/brand that 

elevates, 

rejuvenates and 

recalibrates. 

Food/brand that 

changes habits 

fundamentally for 

greater good . 

Brands that link 

foods to higher 

purpose and 

better, more 

conscious living

Food/brand as 

empowering and 

stress mitigating 

– food/brand 

that guides me 

through these 

chaotic times



Introduction of innovative and novel 
products/campaigns

Brands like Marico have responded to the

growing consumer need around food safety

by introducing products that assure

consumers of safe food consumption.

Some brands like insta pizza India have even

given consumers a live stream of their

kitchens to assure them of their hygiene

Safety of food products is going to be a

critical need going forward. Especially raw

foods which need to be safe and germs/virus

free at the time of purchase. Any innovation

or communication on sourcing, packaging,

supply chain, freshness, ‘hands-free’ etc is

going to be relevant to consumers

Innovations in supply chain to meet the new norms 

of social distancing

E-commerce and food delivery

brands have been quick to adapt

to the new normal.

Brands like Dominos, Swiggy have

introduced contactless delivery,

making sure that social distancing

is followed in the process
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Brand diversification taking into account the 
current need of the hour  

Brands such as Dominos joined the

essentials bandwagon after

prominent food delivery apps such

as Swiggy and Zomato started

offering daily essentials and access

to nearby supermarkets

This served to keep such brands

relevant during the lockdown since

from a utility perspective their

relevance had reduced greatly

Brand communications focused on Hygiene and 

Sanitation

Brands are beginning to focus food

safety, hygiene and sanitation in their

communications.

This is important as consumers

become increasingly paranoid about

various ways of transmission of

disease
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Brand communication focusing on the positives of 
lockdown and other brand initiatives (1/2)

Brands bridging 

the gap between 

necessity and 

luxury 
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Cerelac, an infant

nutrition brand through

one of its recent ads

highlighted how children

continue to grow despite

being locked inside their

homes

https://www.instagram.com/p/B_iCgMYhT3w/?igshid=1mk97wjaimlcp
https://www.instagram.com/p/B_iCgMYhT3w/?igshid=1mk97wjaimlcp


Brand communication focusing on the positives of 
lockdown and other brand initiatives (2/2)
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Brands are

expanding the role

of the consumer

from a mere

purchaser of their

products to an

active collaborator.

Brands are finding relevance 

by tapping into the 

consumer’s sentiment 



Brands regaining control over their category 

A lot of brands with goods and services belonging to the non-essentials

have been out of sight during lockdown

In many categories, competition to brands has been noticed not only

from direct competitors but new entrants from other categories as well

Brands are now trying to own their space back into the consumers’ mind

and life
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COMING SOON:  Quantum Original’s 3rd Edition 31

DESIGNING FOR THE ‘NEW NORMAL’

Quantum’s approach guides you to 

design Marketing Strategy for a 

‘During & Post-COVID19’  World



Earlier Editions Check List:

Issue 1: “Role of Women”

Issue 2: “Time”

Issue 3: “Food & Beverage”
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Please contact any of the following people for any issues

you may have missed out on:

Mumbai : shivanjali.phatak@quantumcs.com

Delhi: kshipra.rustogi@quantumcs.com

Bangalore: disha.wanchoo@quantumcs.com

mailto:shivanjali.phatak@quantumcs.com
mailto:kshipra.rustogi@quantumcs.com
mailto:disha.wanchoo@quantumcs.com


THANK YOU

THANK YOU


